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October 18, 2022 - 10:00-11:30 AM

Day 1

Lesson 1: Automated Inventory Transfers

Lesson 2: Automated Counting in Physical 

Inventory

Lesson 3: Automated Processing of Inventory 

Issues

Lesson 4: Automated Processing of Inventory 

Receipts

Lesson 5: Automated Item and Storage Lookup

Lesson 6: Automated Picking and Packing 

Operations

October 19, 2022 - 10:00-11:30 AM

Day 2

Lesson 6: Automated Picking and Packing Operations

Lesson 7: Automated Packing Operations

Lesson 8: Automated Receiving and Putting Away 

Operations

Lesson 9: Automated Fulfilling Orders with Wave 

Picking

Timing and Agenda
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October 20, 2022 - 10:00-11:30 AM

Day 3

Lesson 10: Automated Fulfilling Orders with Batch 

Picking

Lesson 11: Automated Fulfilling Orders with 

Paperless Picking

Timing and Agenda
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Day 1
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Lesson 1: Automated Inventory Transfers

Learning Objectives

In this chapter, you will learn how to process single-step transfers of items between warehouse 

locations by using the functionality of automated warehouse operations. In particular, you will do the 

following:

• Enable the needed system features

• Learn the recommended settings that you can specify to make the system fit your business 

requirements

• Process a transfer of items between locations of the same warehouse in automated mode
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Processing of Transfers: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that you, as a warehouse worker of the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company, have a task to 

transfer all jam jars from one location of the wholesale warehouse to another, which will clear the 

origin location for a new batch of jam.

You will prepare the single-step transfer to reflect the movement of jam jars between the warehouse 

locations.
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Figure: Inventory transfer transaction
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Lesson 2: Automated Counting in Physical Inventory

Learning Objectives

In this chapter, you will learn how to count stock items during physical inventory by using the 

functionality of automated warehouse operations. In particular, you will do the following:

• Enable the needed system features

• Learn the recommended settings that you can specify to make the system fit your business 

requirements

• Process counting of items during physical inventory in automated mode
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Counting in Physical Inventory: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that you, as a warehouse worker of the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company, are assigned to 

perform a physical inventory count by entering barcodes of the stock items and locations. You will 

count the quantities of orange jam in particular warehouse locations added to the physical inventory 

document, which your manager has provided to you.
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Figure: Counted items in the physical inventory document
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Lesson 3: Automated Processing of Inventory Issues

Learning Objectives

In this chapter, you will learn how to process inventory issues of items from warehouse locations by 

using the functionality of automated warehouse operations. In particular, you will do the following:

• Enable the needed system features

• Learn the recommended settings that you can specify to make the system fit your business 

requirements

• Process an issue of items from a warehouse in automated mode
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Processing of Inventory Issues: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that you, as a warehouse worker of the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company, have a task to 

inspect the jars of apple jam to find out if they are of appropriate quantity and to write off jars with any 

defects. If you find any jars with defects, you need to remove them from the location and process an 

inventory issue to record this removal in the system.
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Figure: Inventory issue transaction
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Lesson 4: Automated Processing of Inventory Receipts

Learning Objectives

In this chapter, you will learn how to process inventory receipts of items from warehouse locations by 

using the functionality of automated warehouse operations. In particular, you will do the following:

• Enable the needed system features

• Learn the recommended settings that you can specify to make the system fit your business 

requirements

• Process a receipt of items to a warehouse in automated mode
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Processing of Inventory Receipts: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that you, as a warehouse worker of the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company, have a task to put 

apple, orange, and lemon jam, which you recently have received from production, to appropriate 

warehouse locations and process an inventory receipt to register this operation in the system.

Suppose that you have received the following jam, which you will move to appropriate locations: three 

boxes of apple jam in 8-ounce jars and four boxes of orange jam in 8-ounce jars (you will put these 

boxes to the L2R3S1 location); two boxes of apple jam in 96-ounce jars, three boxes of orange jam in 

96-ounce jars, and one box of lemon jam in 96-ounce jars (you will put these boxes to the L2R3S3 

location).
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Figure: Inventory receipt transaction
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Lesson 5: Automated Item and Storage Lookup

Learning Objectives

In this chapter, you will learn how to search for information about stock items by scanning an item 

barcode and for the list of items stored in a particular location by scanning a location barcode with a 

barcode scanner or a mobile device with a scanning option.
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Item and Storage Lookup: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that you are a warehouse worker in the wholesale warehouse of the SweetLife Fruits & Jams 

company.

When you walk around the warehouse you find items and boxes that have been inappropriately placed 

on the floor or on tables. Your work task is to find out what are these items and where they should be 

stored, so that you can move the items to the appropriate storage.
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Figure: Reviewing the locations with apple jam
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Day 2
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Lesson 6: Automated Picking and Packing Operations

Learning Objectives

In this chapter, you will learn about configuring and performing automated picking and packing. In 

particular, you will do the following:

• Enable the needed system features

• Specify the minimum required configuration for the automated picking and packing workflow

• Learn the recommended settings that you can specify to make the system fit your business 

requirements

• Pick the items for a shipment in an automated mode

• Pack the items into a box in an automated mode

• Confirm a shipment after picking and packing items
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Picking and Packing Operations: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that you are a warehouse worker of the wholesale warehouse of the SweetLife Fruits & Jams 

company.

Your warehouse manager gives you a task to prepare a shipment. In your organization, the pick and 

pack workflow is used, which means that you go through the warehouse locations and pick the items 

listed in the shipment pick list. Then you go to the packing line and pack the picked items into boxes.
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Figure: Confirmed shipment
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Lesson 7: Automated Packing Operations

Learning Objectives

In this chapter, you will learn about configuring and performing automated packing. In particular, you 

will do the following:

• Enable the needed system features

• Specify the minimum required configuration for the automated packing workflow

• Learn the recommended settings that you can specify to make the system fit your business 

requirements

• Pack items for a shipment in an automated mode

• Confirm a shipment after packing the items
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Packing Operations: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that you are a warehouse worker of the wholesale warehouse of the SweetLife Fruits & Jams 

company.

Your warehouse manager gives you a task to pack a shipment. In your organization, the pack workflow 

is used, which means that you go through the warehouse locations, take the items, and pack the items 

into boxes for shipping.
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Figure: Confirmed shipment
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Lesson 8: Automated Receiving and Putting Away Operations

Learning Objectives

In this chapter, you will learn about configuring and performing automated receiving and putting away. 

In particular, you will do the following:

• Enable the needed system features

• Specify the minimum required configuration for the automated receiving and putting away workflow

• Learn the recommended settings that you can specify to make the system fit your business 

requirements

• Receive items to a receiving location of a warehouse in an automated mode

• Put away items in their storage locations in an automated mode
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Receiving and Putting Away Operations: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that you are a warehouse worker in the wholesale warehouse of the SweetLife Fruits & Jams 

company.

Your warehouse manager gives you a task to receive the purchased fruits (80 pounds of apples and 

60 pounds of oranges) in the warehouse. In your organization, the receive and put away workflow is 

used, which means that you receive the purchased items at a receiving location of the warehouse, and 

then go through the warehouse locations and put away the items in the locations where the fruits are 

stored. Also suppose that you are putting away the apples and part of the oranges in one fruit location, 

and the rest of the oranges in another fruit location.
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Figure: Inventory transfer transaction
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Lesson 9: Automated Fulfilling Orders with Wave Picking

Learning Objectives

In this chapter, you will learn about using wave picking workflow for fulfilling the orders. In particular, 

you will do the following:

• Enable the needed system features

• Specify the minimum required configuration for the wave picking workflow

• Learn the recommended settings that you can specify to make the system fit your business 

requirements

• Prepare a wave picking worksheet

• Pick and pack items in a wave

• Confirm a shipment after packing the items
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Wave Picking: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that the wholesale warehouse of SweetLife was temporarily closed because of inventory 

counting. During this time, multiple orders have been entered into the system, and they now require 

shipping. The warehouse manager wants to speed up the process of picking and packing items by 

creating a wave picking worksheet and assigning this work to multiple pickers. After the warehouse 

workers pick the items in a wave, a warehouse worker acting as the packer needs to pack the items 

and confirm the shipments.
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Figure: Locations in which the items are allocated
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Figure: Shipments assigned to the picker
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Figure: The users who confirmed the picking of the wave
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Figure: Shipments ready for packing
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Figure: Packing details for the shipment
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Day 3
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Lesson 10: Automated Fulfilling Orders with Batch Picking

Learning Objectives

In this chapter, you will learn about using batch picking workflow for fulfilling the orders. In particular, 

you will do the following:

• Enable the needed system features

• Specify the minimum required configuration for the batch picking workflow

• Learn the recommended settings that you can specify to make the system fit your business 

requirements

• Prepare a batch picking worksheet

• Pick and pack items in a batch

• Confirm a shipment after packing the items
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Batch Picking: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that the wholesale warehouse of SweetLife was temporarily closed because of inventory 

counting. During this time, multiple orders have been entered into the system, and they now require 

shipping. The warehouse manager wants to speed up the process of picking and packing items by 

creating a batch picking worksheet and assigning this work to multiple pickers. After the warehouse 

workers pick the items and transfer them to a sorting location, a warehouse worker acting as the 

packer needs to pack the items and confirm the shipments.
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Figure: Items to be picked for all the shipments included in the worksheet
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Figure: List of pickers of the shipments
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Figure: The users who confirmed the picking of the batch
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Figure: Shipments ready for packing
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Lesson 11: Automated Fulfilling Orders with Paperless Picking

Learning Objectives

In this chapter, you will learn how to do the following:

• Create pick lists

• Change the priority of pick lists

• Assign pick lists to pickers

• Pick and pack items without printing a pick list

• Confirm the shipment after packing the items
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Paperless Picking: Process Activity

Story

Suppose that in the wholesale warehouse of SweetLife three shipments require shipping. Two of the 

shipments are the urgent ones, and the warehouse manager wants to assign picking of these 

shipments to a picker who picks items faster than any other picker in the warehouse. The third 

shipment can be picked by any warehouse worker.
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Figure: Packing details for the shipment



No Reliance

This document is subject to change without notice. Acumatica cannot guarantee 

completion of any future products or program features/enhancements described in 

this document, and no reliance should be placed on their availability. 

Confidentiality: This document, including any files contained herein, is confidential 

information of Acumatica and should not be disclosed to third parties.
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Thank you

David Gutman


